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Executive Summary 
SPP Operations has identified a need to formalize the submittal of line rating changes that are 

submitted by Transmission Owners (TOs) per NERC standard FAC-008-3.  These line ratings are 

used in SPP's reliability function and the network model used by markets.   

 

SPP receives weekly updates from Transmission Owners specifying changes to existing equipment 

ratings.  Currently the method is manual, the TOs email their changes, or submit through the RMS, 

and SPP processes those changes by manually entering the changes into another system.  If there 

are more than a few changes, SPP builds a file and the file is pushed to update SPP’s EMS.  

 

The new solution will be an SPP-hosted tool.  All appropriate TOs will have access.  The tool will 

allow for bulk or individual rate changes, and will include a workflow for SPP Staff review and 

approval.  Through a web-based user interface, users will be able to view current or past ratings 

submitted through the tool.  The estimated production date is 5/24/16.  

Business Impact 
The Ratings Submission Tool will streamline the process of SPP’s receipt and implementation of 

rating change requests from members.  The tool will provide a system that: 

 Displays the current ratings for equipment for the TOs 

o Responsibility can be assigned at a company level rather than operating area 

o Responsibility can be assigned to more than one company 

 Allows the TOs to input changes to those ratings 

 Notifies SPP that changes have been requested 

 Provides an automated export interface into SPP’s EMS system  

 Allows the ability to record the two next limiting elements for each piece of equipment  

 Allows members to query past rating submittals 

 Allows members to access a report to view the history of rating changes for equipment over 

time 

 

The new system will impact TOs which currently supply ratings.  All impacted TOs will participate in 

testing of the new system.  Training will be provided by the SPP Customer Training department 

prior to the implementation date.  For authentication and authorization, the Ratings Submission 

Tool will require external users to have an OATI certificate installed on the PC from which they 

access the tool. Existing OATI certificates may be leveraged for access to this tool. Additionally, the 

Local Security Administrator (LSA) from each member company must grant users of the Ratings 

Submission Tool the appropriate company-scoped roles within the security panel of the SPP 

Marketplace Portal. The details on role names will be provided at a later date. 

 

A business impact will be seen with better efficiency for the TOs ratings submittal process, although 

an exact estimate is undetermined.  The tool will provide improved security, management and 

communication of changes.  This formalized tool and process to submit rating changes to SPP staff: 

 Will replace emails/RMS submissions 

 Will be similar to CROW 

 Will utilize a re-established baseline and common naming conventions 
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Technical Impact  
The Ratings Submission tool will automate the process of receiving, reviewing, implementing and 

documenting rating change requests from members.  It will be composed of two main elements: a 

member-facing side and an administrator side.  The Ratings Submission tool will provide a web-

based user interface which will require an OATI certificate for access by external users. There are 

no plans for an Application Programming Interface (API) or any other automated interfaces at this 

time.  During the Design phase of the project, various solutions were considered and analyzed.  It 

was determined by the project team, that at least initially, an API was cost prohibitive and not 

necessary to accomplish the initial goals of the Ratings Submission Tool.  An API may be part of a 

later phase, depending on stakeholder input and desire for prioritizing such work.   

 

 
Figure 1 – Envisioned Process 

   

Rating changes can go through one of four different paths, depending on the when the change will 

begin and end.  Each type of ratings change submitted must be approved by SPP.  The paths are:   

 

 “Current” - Change to be implemented immediately for foreseeable future  

 “Future” - Change is scheduled for a future date and remains in place for the foreseeable 

future 

 “Current-Temp” – Change is to be implemented immediately, for a designated time 

frame, then returns to original rating at time of submittal 

 “Future-Temp” – Change is scheduled for a future date, then returns to original rating at 

time of submittal 
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The tool will automate the flow for each path.       

 

 

 
Figure 2 –Home Screen1 

 
Figure 3 - EMS Elements 

                                           
1 Note: The screenshots provided are still in development and intended to help build understanding 

of the application. Final screens may be updated.  Specific steps on how to use and navigate the 

application will be provided during training. 
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Navigation of the tool is accomplished using tabs, selected to perform various functions such as 

uploading bulk changes in .csv format, selecting by element to submit rating changes and 

retrieving changes made from the archives.   

Testing 
An introduction to the tool was offered in a net conference demo December 14, 2015, where users 

were given a chance to view the tool and provide feedback.  There will be a designated time period 

after training, where the Member-facing test environment (MTE) is opened to the TOs for their 

testing efforts.   

 

The initial release of the Ratings Submission Tool to MTE for the TOs to complete mandatory 

testing is planned from April 25, 2016 – May 6, 2016.  There will be structured testing using SPP-

supplied materials as well as time for unstructured adhoc testing that the TO might wish to execute.   

 

Status calls will tentatively be held April 29th and May 4th.  The calls are an open forum for TOs to 

ask questions or get clarification on testing details.  SPP will share any additional information as 

appropriate as questions are raised during training sessions and during the testing phase.  The 

calls are not mandatory, but TOs are encouraged to attend as the information shared might be 

beneficial to all TOs.  Liaisons will be sent teleconference information via Outlook meeting request.      

   

Testing by the impacted TOs is required since there are process changes for the  to be made by 

those impacted TOs.  SPP will worked in conjunction with the TOs in to jointly devising devise the 

test plan, and in conducting tests, and verifying test results.  SPP will issue test scenario 

documentation, test scripts, and scorecards that will be returned to SPP via RMS.  Testing will 

include navigation and data entry as required on each of the tabs within the tool. 

 

Per SPP’s standard process for a Member impacting project, liaisons for this project have been  

identified from each TO.     

 

Testing Assumptions: 

 TOs who are participating in the testing are trained on the Ratings Submission Tool prior to 

testing. 
 All TOs’ staff who are participating in the testing have had the user authentication and 

authorization appropriate role for the Ratings Submission Tool granted to them by their LSA.   
 

Liaisons will be sent teleconference information for the two status calls via email.  Testing materials 

have been posted in the Ratings Submission Tool folder on SPP.org.  The testing materials include 

structured test scripts for the tool with scorecards.  SPP requests that the test scripts be returned 

at mid-point and again at the end of the testing period with completion statistics via RMS 

https://spprms.issuetrak.com/login.asp,  using the Projects Quick Pick, then Ratings Submission 

Tool subtype.  When testing is complete, SPP will consolidate the progress statistics and post an 

overall scorecard to the Ratings Submission Tool folder on SPP.org. 

 

Testers will perform related tests, using a spreadsheet to track their results as Pass, Fail or Not 

Applicable.  Tests will be performed on the functionality of the tool: 

 Login and Profile 

 Home Page and Ratings Change Tab 

 EMS Elements Tab  

 Import Tab 

 Archive Tab 

 Report Tab 

 Contact Tab 

http://www.spp.org/spp-documents-filings/?id=50181
https://spprms.issuetrak.com/login.asp
http://www.spp.org/spp-documents-filings/?id=50181
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 Other Scenarios 
       

Training 
The SPP Training Department will offer training to those TOs that will utilize this application.   The 

training will be offered prior to the MTE testing period.  .      Training materials will be provided to 

all registrants and will include:  

 A Jjob aide 

 Training Exercises 

 Quick Facts Sheet 
 has been drafted and These materials are will be available to registered attendees of the training 

course via the SPP Learning Center (LMS).   Liaisons and/or their designee(s) will have received a 

notification to register for one session of their choice, offered between Tuesday, April 19, 2016 and 

Thursday, April 21, 2016.  TOs are encouraged to identify the appropriate personnel that will need 

access to this application and ensure those individuals are included in the training session.   

Implementation/Back-out Plan 

TBD 

Summary of Timeline 
 

Date Responsible Party Action 

Current –  3/17/16  SPP - Complete Development and SPP Testing 

4/4/16 – 4/815/16 SPP - Complete Testing materials issued 

4/19-16 – 4/21/16  TOs Training  

Testing plan/materials reviewed 

4/25/16 – 5/6/16  TOs User Testing 

5/9/16 – 5/12/16  SPP QA Deployment 

5/24/16  SPP Production (Go-live) 

7/1/16  TOs Requirement to submit changes through the tool 

Project Assumptions 
TBD 

Risks 
TBD 

Additional Documentation 
TBD 

https://spp.csod.com/client/spp/default2.aspx
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Communication Plan 
Monthly updates will be provided via written status report and/or presentation to CWG.  Updates 

will be provided via emails to the TO liaisons for the Ratings Submission Tool as needed.   

MIPO and Project Documentation 

All project communication and information will be posted to the SPP Change Working Group Project 

Documentation folder,.  Ratings Submission Tool . The folder is found by clicking on Org Groups, 

Change Working Group, Reference Documents, CWG Project Documentation, and finally, Ratings 

Submission Tool.  

 

This MIPO will be updated upon change or with any new information.  With any update, a redline 

version is posted to the project documentation folder, and the CWG and liaison list is notified.  

Next Steps 
  

Action Assignee Status & Due Date 

SPP Development and Testing complete SPP On Schedule, 3/17/16  

Training TOs/SPP On Schedule, 4/19/16 – 4/21/16 

Testing TOs/SPP On Schedule, 4/25/16 – 5/6/16 

Go Live TOs/SPP On Schedule, 5/24/16 

 

FAQs 
These FAQs are added to the RMS Knowledge Base.  Frequently asked questions will be added to 

the document as identified or necessary, as well as adding to the RMS Knowledge Base, located 

here:  https://spprms.issuetrak.com/Kb_ListByCategory.asp 

 

More Information  
At any time, Stakeholders can ask questions or get more information by completing an RMS ticket.  

For questions/comments about the Ratings Submission Tool, select Project Inquiries, Subtype 1: 

“Ratings Change Submission Tool” “Network Modeling (EMS, ICCP) Inquiry”.  RMS link:  

https://spprms.issuetrak.com/login.asp .  

 

http://www.spp.org/spp-documents-filings/?id=50181
http://www.spp.org/spp-documents-filings/?id=30610
https://spprms.issuetrak.com/Kb_ListByCategory.asp
https://spprms.issuetrak.com/login.asp
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Figure 4 - RMS Quick Pick 

If a new user ID is needed for RMS, click on that link and follow the directions for “Register Now”.   

 

 

 


